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QUALITY ASSURANCE MANAGER
Posted on 2 mars, 2021

Company Name Neoss

Location Göteborg

Job Description

Neoss, as a designer and manufacturer of dental implants, dental membranes, accessories,
instruments and CADCAM, is committed to delivering satisfaction to our customers by anticipating their
needs and offering value, quality, and reliability that exceeds their expectations.

 We value safety, integrity and mutual respect, supporting our employees, communities and customers,
complying with all applicable laws and regulations.

 Are you committed to quality? And do you want to make a difference in the quality of life of dental
implant patients? Then, you are welcome to join us as our new Quality Assurance Manager. You will
be responsible for managing the Neoss Quality Management System to ensure product compliance
and patient safety.

 

The key responsibilities of the role are to:

Be accountable for the Quality Management System and ensure that quality requirements
from the ISO 13485 and QSR are met providing a basis for regulatory compliance with MDR and
FDA standards.
Developing/redesign core QMS processes such as document system, training programs,
internal and external auditing, supplier management and Neoss central non-conformance’s.
QA-Team Manager, with regards to customer complaints, warranty requests, and product
training, as well as product assurance activities as well as validation of production processes,
packaging, sterilization and cleaning.
Lead and participate in internal and external audits.
Be the point of contact for all quality compliance requirements.
Main point of contact between Neoss and the Notified Body. This would include the
management of on-site audits with BSI and responding to findings until closure.

 

Your background:
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You have an academic degree and many years’ experience from working in the medical devices
industry. An industry background also from other disciplines (apart from QA) like manufacturing or
R&D would be considered an advantage. Your English is fluent (both written and spoken). Previous
experience from managing a team is not mandatory but you must strive to develop your people
management- and leadership skills.

 

What can we offer you

 Neoss has a strong commitment to Quality. For us, quality is the cornerstone of a responsible,
ethical and committed company. Quality assurance forms a key part of the organisation reflecting in
all areas in which Neoss® operates. Your colleagues are all highly skilled professionals with a
profound industry knowledge. We are proud to recognize our employee’s contributions to the
success of the business, many of whom are celebrating over 10 years of service. It is this
combination of dedication and attitude that sparks the ability to be innovative and develop products
to improve the treatment of patients the world over. You will join a truly international company with
high ambitions for growth. In this particular position you will have a key function with great
responsibility. Apart from your operational duties you manage a small group of colleagues in the
QA-team.

 

To apply
We are looking forward to receiving your application (in English) as soon as possible or at the latest
on the 26 March. Selection and interviews are ongoing, so hurry up, the position may be assigned
earlier. For more information about Neoss, the role and to apply, please contact Katarina
Wanderydz, Moveup Consulting AB, +46 (0)738 55 44 51 or Tom Bergqvist at (0)733 87 27 22.

CV and Cover should be sent by e-mail to: katarina.wanderydz@moveup.se

We are looking forward to hearing from you!

By submitting your application you also give your consent to storing your personal information,
including CV & Cover letter, and that we own the right to share this information with third parties (our
client). You can withdraw the consent at any time
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Om företag

Neoss® was founded in 2000, with the objective of “Advancing the Science of Dental Implant
Treatment”, by Fredrik Engman, Neoss Chief Technology Officer, and Professor Neil Meredith.
Convinced that existing implant systems were too complex, their idea was to create a much simpler and
more rationalized solution. Through persistent effort and close collaborations they created a high-
quality, optimized implant system. With a limited number of components, the Neoss Implant System has
unique design features and a host of excellent advantages for everyone. Leading the market with
ingenuity and integrity, we strive to set new standards. In developing smart treatment solutions and
working closely with each practice, Neoss makes the complex less complicated. We call that Intelligent
Simplicity.

Since its foundation, Neoss continues to innovate and invest in research and product development:
designing, manufacturing and selling products of the highest quality which offer market-leading
functionality. Neoss implants, manufactured in Sweden, are protected by a number of significant
patents including patents covering the NeoLoc® Implant-Abutment connection and the Neoss
ProActive® surface which can be found on all current Neoss implants, as signified by the names
ProActive Straight Implant and ProActive Tapered Implant.

Consultant Name Katarina Wanderydz

Consultant Number 0738-55 44 51

Consultant Email katarina.wanderydz@moveup.se

Cosultant Linkdin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/katarina-wanderydz-1844b240/?challengeId=AQHprISrHZCYpQAAAX
MVsd8EP-
Z_SPAJzVn5DPtYHK2ZMlxFJ05BtyQD44oybNA0JZ36Wjuq4TgSZcbjuR_eQvaLhShP38PBxg&submis
sionId=e3c6cf3d-c94d-1e16-3cd6-110f482ad678


